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*In accordance with Carrefour’s animal welfare policy:

From January 2023 100% of the fresh eggs marketed under its brand name come 
from cage-free farming.

By June 2024 100% of fresh eggs from national branded suppliers will come from 
cage-free rearing.

*All shell eggs in Ahorramas own brand are cage-free, but they aren’t reporting 
what percentage of the total they represent or the implementation of the 
commitment in other brands.

All the eggs are category 0, 1, and 2. That’s the way to do it! “The supermarket had committed to the initiative but has not yet informed 
AWO of their progress. They say they will do so soon, so we are setting a 
deadline for them to report back.

More than 90% of their offering complies with the Cage-Free Egg 
initiative. We are on the right track.

The supermarket has made it public that they have a Cage-Free Eggs policy, 
buuuut they have not informed us about their progress. So, we do not know 
if they are truly advancing towards selling only category 0, 1, and 2 eggs.

These are the supermarkets that are implementing the Cage-Free Eggs 
initiative but have not yet reached 90%. Keep it up!

These supermarkets have not even committed to using cage-free eggs in 
products that use eggs as an ingredient. Come on, it’s a horror.

KEY

*Consum has no cage-free egg ingredient commitment, but reports its progress 
in introducing it in Consum own brand products.


